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Abstract The industrial manufacturing sector is currently

undergoing a tremendous revolution moving from traditional

production processes to intelligent techniques. Under this

revolution, known as Industry 4.0 (I40), a robot is no longer

a static equipment but an active workforce to the factory

production alongside human operators. Safety becomes cru-

cial for humans and robots to ensure a smooth production

run in such environments. Operators are subject to frequent

safety inductions to react in emergencies but very little is

done for robots. Our research proposes a safety response

mechanism for a small manufacturing plant, through which

an autonomous robot learns the obstacle-free trajectory to

the closest safety exit in emergencies. We implement a re-

inforcement learning (RL) algorithm, Q-learning, to enable

the path learning abilities of the robot. After obtaining the

robot optimal path selection options with Q-learning, we

code the outcome as a rule-based system for the safety re-

sponse. We also program a speech recognition system for

operators to react timeously, with a voice command, to an

emergency that requires stopping all plant activities even

when they are far away from emergency stops (ESTOPs)

button. The factory emergency signal can be given by an

ESTOP or a voice command sent directly to the factory cen-

tral controller: an S7-1200 Siemens programmable logic con-

troller (PLC) in this experiment. We simulate a simple and

small manufacturing environment overview to test our safety

procedure. Our results show that the safety response mech-

anism successfully generates paths without obstacles to the

closest safety exits from all the factory locations.
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1 Introduction

Today’s manufacturing automation trend, the so-called In-

dustry 4.0 or smart manufacturing, is characterized by ap-

plying intelligent technologies and concepts to create smart

factories [1]. Under Industry 4.0, modern factories face an

increasing level of automation to achieve more efficiency

and quality in production processes. One of the key elements
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of smart manufacturing is the use of robotics technologies

in various applications varying from basic to advanced tasks

such as parts processing in production lines, product trans-

portation, material handling, logistic warehousing, rescue

services, inspection, surveillance, data collection, and more

collaborative activities with human operators [2–4]. The im-

plementation of collaborative robots (cobots) aims to en-

hance the cooperation and the shared workforce between hu-

mans and robots in smart manufacturing environments [5,6].

Cobots are usually programmed with an extent of auton-

omy where the robots themselves can perform certain duties

without relying on human intervention. When dealing with a

moving robot, the concept of autonomy becomes more crit-

ical since the robot must safely navigate through the fac-

tory from the starting point to the destination by avoiding

any obstacle along the way [7]. Obstacle avoidance for mov-

ing autonomous robots has been a challenging topic among

researchers. One of these researches’ goals is to provide

robots with an intelligent behavior system to make appropri-

ate decisions in their working environment. Robot obstacle

avoidance falls within the robot path planning procedure [8].

Robot obstacle avoidance has two main categories: obsta-

cle avoidance in a totally or partially unknown environment

and obstacle avoidance in a predefined environment [9]. To

give robots the ability to make autonomous decisions like

human beings, researchers used the great potentials of ma-

chine learning to build intelligent robot systems. Machine

learning (ML) is a field in the domain of artificial intelli-

gence (AI) [10] that focuses on providing machines (robots)

with learning abilities like humans. There are several AI seg-

ments and branches developed for implementation in differ-

ent domains. We present in Figure 1 an overview on a few of

the AI branches such as ML. ML has various eminent appli-

cations in the areas of medical treatment [11], speech recog-

nition [12], natural language processing (NLP) [13, 14]im-

age processing and signal processing [15].

Reinforcement learning (RL) is an ML approach widely

used in robotics to allow autonomous robots to learn obstacle-

free trajectories to their destinations in a complex and un-

certain environment without necessarily prior knowledge of

the working environment. With RL techniques, autonomous

robots can improve their performance through trials-and-

errors interactions with the environment learning from their

experiences to make the most appropriate decision in the

future without external assistance. Hence, RL provides the

robot a tool to learn and adapt in a dynamic environment [7].

Several studies have been conducted to implement RL in

robotics: Ribeiro T et al [9] implemented an obstacle avoid-

ance scheme for a mobile robot using an RL algorithm called

Q-learning. This study applied two different Q-learning meth-

ods with an extensive tuning of the algorithm hyperparam-

eters to obtain the best obstacle avoidance approach. This

research was part of robotic competition. Zhao M et al [8]

Fig. 1 Overview on a few AI branches

developed another study on robot path planning (including

obstacle avoidance) using an advanced version of the Q-

learning algorithm: an experience-memory Q-Learning (EMQL)

through which the agent can receive two types of rewards

(static and dynamic rewards). This method improves the robot’s

learning ability by utilizing two Q tables that allow the robot

to remember a task in case of a change of destination. An-

other path planning research with Q-learning was carried out

by Babu VM et al [16], where the robot can safely and effec-

tively navigate in an unknown environment by capturing im-

ages (with an onboard robot camera) of the environment and

computing the shortest path to the destination. This study

applied machine learning to process the captured images.

Research by Wiedemann T et al [17] applied RL has in

robotics for information gathering in a hazardous gas leak-

age environment. They implemented an RL framework for

the robot to learn how to get gas sources in a known en-

vironment. Bae H et al [18] extended RL application to a

multi-robot system where several robots are interoperating

and moving in a single environment performing different

tasks without colliding with one another. They combined

Deep Q learning and Convolution Neural Network (CNN)

for image analysis to achieve their goal. In order to protect

the robot from making fatal decisions during the learning

process. Mannucci T et al. [19] defined a new RL approach

with two safety algorithms to guide robots when learning

their paths. This approach aimed to prevent robots from dan-
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gerous states that could destroy them. Ou X et al [2] imple-

ments RL to solve a scheduling problem of robots moving

from one cell to another loading and offloading production

parts. RL allowed creating an effective moving scheduling

policy for the robots in real-time to avoid production losses.

Another essential concept in the human-machine or human-

robot interaction in smart factories is speech and language

application via speech recognition [20]. Speech recognition

[21] is another machine learning function through which

machines can understand human speech and languages. Speech

recognition eases the communication between humans and

robots in a modern factory where the interaction between

them is inevitable [23]. Thanks to speech recognition ap-

plications, voice instructions and commands can be given

directly from human operators to robots. The speech recog-

nition field for robotics technology has also been widely ex-

ploited with several works such as: Erol BA et al [22] who

develop an intelligent system that gives robots the ability to

detect human emotions by voice input or vision using speech

recognition and deep neural networks. Rahat SA et al [24]

created a system to control robot actions and give it instruc-

tions at a distance with voice commands. They built the sys-

tem with a Raspberry Pi as the base controller to process

the speech recognition algorithm and send commands to the

robot. Another speech recognition for robot command work

was done by Jevtić A et al [25]. This study aimed to de-

velop an intelligent robot capable of dressing an individual

(disabled people) with speech instructions. Speech recogni-

tion was just one of the multiple technologies included in

this design, together with gesture and posture recognition.

Jung SW et al [26] implemented a voice recognition sys-

tem for an autonomous driving robot in a noisy environment.

The system can effectively recognize different voice textures

from adults to children despite the noise in the system. They

used wireless microphones to capture the voice input and

inserted multi-channel voice cancellers to reduce noise. A

similar work designed to improve voice command quality

in a speech recognition robotic system was conducted by

Chan KY et al [27]. They improved the output signal of a

speech recognizer installed in a control automation environ-

ment by applying an intelligent particle swarm optimization

approach that tunes the speech recognizer and suppresses

environmental noises.

In our research, we provide a procedure on how an au-

tonomous robot could effectively respond to an emergency

scenario in which the plant receives an evacuation signal.

We use an RL algorithm called Q-learning to make an au-

tonomous robot learn the most effective path to the clos-

est safety exit. The safety exit can change depending on the

robot’s location when the emergency signal is received. We

use speech recognition to create a voice command input to a

plant programmable logic controller (PLC) as an additional

stopping interlock that halts all plant operations and sends

an emergency signal in case of disaster. The voice command

that controls the PLC directly is advantageous for the plant

when the operator is far away from the system emergency

stop (ESTOP) or stop buttons when the emergency signal

needs to be activated. The voice command is an enhance-

ment to an existing emergency stopping interlock.

1.1 Motivation of the study

Safety is a crucial factor in any working organization. In the

industrial manufacturing environment, safety has become one

of the highest priority areas to ensure an effective production

system. Production factories contain several tools, pieces of

machinery, and hazardous materials that could easily cause

incidents without proper safety measures. An unsafe work-

ing environment results in frequent accidents, injuries, and

machine failure [28]. One of the well-known emergency re-

sponses is to abruptly stop operations using system emer-

gency stops (ESTOPs), often wired in control panels and

other strategic locations. Unforeseen disastrous events are

almost inevitable, requiring proper emergency responses to

be observed by all factories personnel whenever they occur.

In a smart factory context, where safety is a cyber-physical

production system function [29], all production stakeholders

should be involved in safety responses [30]. In an environ-

ment where humans and robots collaborate, the emergency

procedure should apply to humans and robots. As much as

humans go through safety inductions to be instructed on dis-

asters’ best safety measures, robots should comply with the

same principle.

Our study proposes a safety enhancement measure for

a small industrial manufacturing environment in which we

equip an autonomous moving robot with an emergency pro-

cedure that is switched on in case of disaster. We also in-

corporate a voice command (via speech recognition) as an

additional emergency stopping interlock to the central con-

troller (a PLC), improving the emergency stop responses for

situations where the operator is far from the ESTOP push

button.

1.2 Contributions of the research

Our primary contribution is developing a safety response

system in a small manufacturing environment where humans

and machines (robots) collaborate. With the help of a rein-

forcement learning algorithm, Q learning, we make an au-

tonomous moving robot to go through a “safety induction”

to learn by itself the path to the closest safety exit based

on its current location instead of relying on a single path to

evacuate (that could be very distant from its location at the

time of emergency) the place. In an emergency, the shorter
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the traveling distance to the exit, the better as more inci-

dents could happen along the way. Our experimental factory

environment has a total of four safety exits. The destina-

tion of the autonomous robot is dynamic and depends on its

current location. Our study also contributes to enhancing a

PLC emergency stopping interlock by incorporating a voice

command as an additional stopping input for the system in

case of emergency. The voice command is captured from a

microphone directly to the PLC via a python script without

any other third-party controller like a Raspberry Pi.

1.3 Previous researches gaps summary

Most previous works on Q-learning (RL algorithm) in robotics

have not tackled robots’ safety regarding their working en-

vironment. Unlike in traditional factories, where robots are

considered static production equipment, their role in a smart

factory is more interactive, and they are part of the pro-

duction workforce. It becomes essential to include them in

safety responses in case of emergency. So far, the safety

approaches covered in previous research have been on pre-

venting robots from going into dangerous states while in-

teracting with their environment. The fate of the robot in

case of plant evacuation or emergency has not been widely

explored. Various studies have been done on speech recog-

nition applications in home environments, office environ-

ments, and even robotics for communication between hu-

mans and robots, but very few have been integrated directly

into the process controllers’ structures. A speech command

incorporated into the central controller program has the ad-

vantage of controlling all other plants’ operations in a single

instruction. This feature could be convenient in emergen-

cies. We address these gaps by creating a safety response

mechanism (that we consider as a safety induction) for an

autonomous moving robot to:

– Find an obstacle-free path to the closest safety exit based

on its current location.

– Receive a voice command from the main plant PLC. The

voice command is implemented as an additional stop-

ping interlock for the PLC. It means that it can stop all

ongoing plant operations in case of emergency.

The remaining part of this research is structured as fol-

lows: Section 2 summarizes the background and the the-

ory on essential concepts used in this study, such as Re-

inforcement learning, Q-learning, Speech recognition, and

programmable logic controllers in an I40 environment. Sec-

tion 3 presents the methodology used to design our safety

response mechanism. Section 4 describes the overall system

architecture, the experimental factory, and the workflow di-

agram of our safety procedure. Section 5 highlights the ex-

perimental background, the testing settings and procedures,

the results, and our system’s discussions. Section 6 is a con-

clusion to our study and a guideline for future works on this

topic.

2 Background and theory: summary

2.1 Reinforcement Learning (RL)

The reinforcement learning (RL) [31–33] algorithm is a ma-

chine learning method created in the early 1990s. This al-

gorithm is built based on the enhanced learning principle

where an “agent,” the object undergoing the learning pro-

cess, continuously tries all possibilities of actions and deci-

sions to determine the most optimal one (the best strategy to

adopt) [34]. The RL algorithm utilizes five main elements:

the agent, the environment, the reward, the state, and the

action. In its learning process, the agent performs several in-

teractions with its environment by making some actions that

will cause a change of state in the environment and result

in a positive or a negative reward (penalty) [35]. The agent

learns the impact of its actions based on the type of reward

obtained. RL, therefore, falls into the unsupervised category

[36], where the agent does not rely on external knowledge

accumulated by an intelligent supervisor to make the correct

decision [2, 37]. In short, it can be stated the agent learns

the strategy to adopt through a series of trials-and-errors

[9]. Over the years, RL has been the subject of many kinds

of research in various applications such as chemical reac-

tion [38], Resource Management [39], Traffic-light Man-

agement [40], Autonomous Driving [41], Dam Management

[42], Surgery [43] and Robotics [44].

Our study focuses on the robotic area where we use RL

to equip an autonomous robot, the agent, with an appropriate

routine to learn the shortest and safest way to a secure loca-

tion in case of a disaster that requires evacuation in its work-

ing environment. The RL algorithm has two main groups:

model-based algorithms and value-based algorithms. In model-

based algorithms, also known as an on-policy-based algo-

rithm, the agent predicts its next state and the reward it will

get before making an action based on a transition and a re-

ward function. Value-based algorithms, also called model-

free algorithms, are the opposite of model-based ones; they

do not use modeled policies to determine actions to take.

They rely on values obtained during the trial-and-error learn-

ing process to choose the optimal strategy [45]. One of the

most popular model-free algorithms in reinforcement learn-

ing is the Q-learning algorithm. Model-free algorithms have

been successfully implemented in robotics problems because

of their ability to reuse information effectively [46]. Figure 2

is a summary of the working principle of the RL algorithm.
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Fig. 2 RL operation principle [47]

2.1.1 Q-learning algorithm

The Q-learning (QL) algorithm is a model-free RL algo-

rithm introduced by Watkins CJ and Dayan P [48]. It has

been developed based on the psychological behaviourism

of offering reward or encouragement for good actions and

penalties or punishment for wrong actions. One of the most

significant advantages of the QL algorithm is that it does not

require prior knowledge of the environment to start its oper-

ations. It learns on the fly via trial-and-error. The agent per-

forms all possible actions in every state and records the val-

ues generated in a Q table. The Q table is a matrix in which

the rows represent the environment’s states and the columns

the corresponding actions of the agent at a state. The val-

ues in the Q table are computed based on a Bellman Equa-

tion [8]. Once the Q table is populated after several interac-

tions, the agent uses the information in the Q table to choose

the action giving the highest cumulative reward [35,49]. QL

can be applied as a dynamic and incremental programming

method to find the optimal strategy for a problem in a step-

by-step learning mode. QL is the best solution for Markvo-

nian decision problems that do not clearly understand the

transition probabilities [50]. In this research, we implement

the QL algorithm to build a safety mechanism for an au-

tonomous robot.

Limitation: It is worth mentioning that the QL algorithm

is only suitable for discrete states and actions. Its learning

processing time depends on the size of the Q table. The

larger the Q table, the longer the learning processing time

for the agent [36].

2.2 Speech recognition

Speech recognition is an AI process that converts a voice

signal (usually a human voice) into instructions that com-

puters can understand and further manipulate for diverse ap-

plications. The voice signal’s conversion involves a trans-

formation of an analog signal (the original voice input) into

a digital sequence of sentences or words from the voice in-

struction [51]. Speech recognition is a multidisciplinary field

based on several research areas such as pattern recognition,

signal processing, cognitive science, acoustics, digital sig-

nal processing, and linguistics. As previously highlighted,

AI aims to give computers intelligence to behave like hu-

man beings and interact with them. If computer vision [52]

is an AI method that allows computers to recognize patterns

with the sense of vision or by seeing like humans, speech

recognition permits machines or computers to interact with

each other and with humans through language or speech. A

speech recognition system contains several segments such as

an acoustic model, a feature extraction algorithm, a search

algorithm, and a language model [53].

In recent years, various applications using speech recog-

nition technologies have been developed mainly to substi-

tute traditional input methods like clicking or typing with

voice commands. The creation of virtual assistants’ voice-

enabled applications such as Google Home assistant, Apple

home pod, and Amazon Alexa has become quite popular in

home and office environments. Nowadays, almost all smart-

phones are equipped with speech recognition applications to

control device features like dialing contacts numbers, voice

searching, and much more. Even in the automotive sector,

modern cars can now be voice-controlled for various tasks

that were previously manually controlled: switching on the

headlights, putting in a destination address, calling in con-

tact, to list some of them [51]. In all these applications, one

of the ultimate goals of speech recognition remains to pro-

vide a way to ensure effective human-to-machine commu-

nication and to develop more robust systems that will ease

this communication [54]. However, very few speech recog-

nition applications have penetrated the industrial manufac-

turing sector. Our study aims to enhance an industrial manu-

facturing plant’s security by incorporating a voice command

as an additional emergency or safety input signal to a tra-

ditional PLC. Therefore, we apply the speech recognition

process to an industrial manufacturing environment.

Limitation: One of the most significant limitations of

speech recognition is that it requires a noise-free input com-

mand to carry out its process efficiently. Obtaining a clear in-

put can be challenging because of different language accents

and intonations that sometimes the system has difficulty rec-

ognizing. Several types of research exist to reduce the noise

level in speech recognition input systems. It is not advised

to use a speech recognition application as a single input for

safety control [54]. In our study, we use the voice command

input as an enhancement to an existing safety mechanism.
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2.3 Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC) functions in

the era of Industry 4.0

Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) have been widely

used in the industrial sector as the base element for control-

ling and monitoring field components and production pro-

cesses. Not many researches talk about this powerful con-

troller [55]. PLCs have been successfully established as the

platform of choice for industrial process outline and fac-

tory automation conducted by the so-called IEC 61131 stan-

dard [57]. They provide reliability, safety, efficiency, and se-

curity to industrial applications. PLCs are famous for their

ability to generate an ecosystem for simple programming

software logic (the ladder logic), ruggedized hardware, ro-

bust systems, real-time control of network components, and

field components like actuators and sensors. In summary, a

PLC system contains three main sections: a programming

section, a networking section, and a physical section. The

physical section comprises the inputs segment (sensors) and

the outputs segment (actuators) [55].

Although the industrial and manufacturing sector is un-

dergoing a smart manufacturing revolution, encouraging the

utilization of more general-purpose devices, tools, networks,

and software, the use of PLCs is not yet ready to vanish. To

this date, not so many operating systems or embedded con-

trollers can offer the compact advantages that PLCs have

in the industrial sector. However, the growing tendency of

intelligent manufacturing technologies in Industry 4.0 in-

creases PLCs’ challenges to produce more intelligent and in-

novative solutions for factories. In smart manufacturing, the

PLC role evolves from traditional controllers’ tasks to de-

centralized and integrative functions [60], [61]. One of our

study goals is to integrate a voice command input via speech

recognition to a traditional PLC that initially does not sup-

port any voice command. Hence, we transform a traditional

isolated PLC system into a smart controller in an Industry

4.0 environment.

3 Safety response mechanism methodology

Our experimental safety mechanism for an autonomous robot

consists of:

– An automatic path finding section to safety exits in case

of emergency: We build this section based on the Q-

learning algorithm.

– A voice command input to a Siemens S7-1200 PLC to

activate the emergency signal: Speech recognition is the

key feature of this segment.

3.1 Q-learning algorithm to find obstacle free paths

Q-learning is a reinforcement learning algorithm. One of its

working principles is that the agent (the autonomous robot

in our research) learns the best policy to adopt for a given

scenario based on its interactions with the environment and

the rewards gained [35]. According to its current state, a pol-

icy in Q-learning is how the agent chooses to behave, react,

or make decisions at a given time. Therefore, the policy is

a result of the agent’s action and state [57]. A policy can be

represented by (1):

β = a|s. (1)

where a is the action taken by the agent at a given time and s

is the state of the agent when taking the action. β formulates

the probability an agent takes an action a based on its state

s.

During the learning process, the Q-learning algorithm

computes values generated by pairing each possible action

the agent may take based on different states. These calcu-

lated values are called Q-values. The agent picks the action

that produces the highest Q value. The Q values are stored in

a Q Table until the best possible policy is determined by the

algorithm [58]. As mentioned previously, the QL algorithm

originated from the Bellman equation. The Bellman equa-

tion can be applied in a deterministic environment where it

is assumed that the agent has 100% chances to go through

the desired direction and end up in the desired state when

instructed to do so. (2) is the bellman equation for determin-

istic environment. The Bellman equation can also be imple-

mented in a stochastic or non-deterministic environment in

which there is a probability that the agent may end up in

a different state than expected. (3) represents the Bellman

equation for stochastic problems, also referred to as Marko-

vian decision trees [8].

G(s) = max
a

(r(s,a)+ γG(sn)) (2)

where G(s)is the value obtained at a given state s, r(s,a) is

the reward obtained by performing an action a at a state s, γ

is an hyperparameter called the discount factor, and G(sn) is

the value obtained at the next state sn.

G(s) = max
a

(r(s,a)+ γ ∑
sn

P(s,a,sn)G(sn)) (3)

where P(s,a,sn) is the probability of getting into the next

state sn from the initial state s by performing an action a.

The final Q-learning equation is presented by (4).

Q(s,a)= (1−α)Q(s,a)+α[r(s,a)+γ(max
an

)Q(sn,an))] (4)
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A Safety Response Mechanism for an Autonomous Moving Robot 7

where Q(s,a) is the Q value computed by an agent perform-

ing an action a at its current state s. α is a Q-learning al-

gorithm hyperparameter that represents the learning rate. Its

value is defined in the interval α ∈ [0,1] and it determines

the impact of new information learnt compared to old stored

ones. r(s,a) is the reward obtained by performing an action

a at a state s. γ is the discount factor. Its role in the Q-

learning algorithm is to give importance in future rewards.

Like its counterpart α , the value of γ ∈ [0,1] [9].Q(sn,an)

is the Q value of the next action an at the next state sn.

maxan Q(sn,an) calculates the maximum Q value of the next

action based on the next state. We can summarize the oper-

ations of the Q-learning algorithm (4) in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Q-learning operation summary

Input: Agent states s

Output: Q values

Initialize Q(s,a)=0 and Q(sn,an) = 0

Set α and γ
1. Record a state s

2. Choose an action a based on the state s

3. Examine the reward received r(s,a)

4. Record the next state sn

5. Find the maximum Q value based on (sn,an)
6. Find the value of Q(s,a)

7. Go back to 1

The Q-learning algorithm allows our autonomous robot

to find an obstacle-free path to the closest safety exit in an

emergency. The choice of the safety exit is dynamic and de-

pends on its current location. We create an algorithm (Al-

gorithm 2) to find the route from the current robot location

to its destination. The computed route should contain the

indexes of all the locations through which the robot passes

going to the destination. This algorithm utilizes Q values

stored in the Q table.

Algorithm 2 Finding the obstacle free path from the current

location to the safety exit

Input: Agent current location s

Output: Path to closest safety exit

Initialize the system, set the Q table

Read current location index

Set the current location as start

Determine the closest safety exit location index

Set the closest safety exit as Destination

while (start! = Destination)

1. next location = Location [max Q value (start)]

2. route = start index + next location index

3. start = next location index

end while

return Route

3.2 Speech recognition process to activate a voice

command input to the PLC

Under the smart manufacturing era, the human-machine in-

terface (HMI) concept has considerably expanded from sim-

ple push buttons, light indicators, and graphical user inter-

faces (GUI) to more advanced interfaces [62] driven by voice

and gestures. A new concept called natural human-machine

interface (NHMI) is developing enabled by gesture recogni-

tion, enhanced reality, and speech recognition [63]. Our re-

search focuses on the implementation of speech recognition

to create a new interface for a traditional PLC. The speech

recognition principle’s theoretical summary is the ability to

recognize and identify patterns of information contained in a

speech wave [64]. On the technical side, speech recognition

aims to predict the best word sequence B based on a speech

wave signal S and can be represented by (5) for its statistical

expression [65]:

B∗ = argmax
B

PΨ ,λ (B|S) (5)

where Ψ is the acoustic model andλ is the language model.

(5) can be transformed and presented as (6):

B∗ = argmax
B

pΨ (S|B)Pλ (B). (6)

where pΨ (S|B) represents the probabilistic quantity gener-

ated by the acoustic model and Pλ (B) is the probabilistic

quantity that originated from the language model.

(6) can be further expanded in (7) by assuming that a

time sequence t is inserted and some observations of the

word sequence btare generated with hidden states δt by the

hidden Markov models (HMMs).

B∗ = argmax
B

Pλ (B)∑
δ

T

∏
t=1

pΨ (bt |δt)PΨ (δt |δt−1) (7)

The speech recognition system’s first step is to process a

feature extraction module, also known as the speech recog-

nition front-end, that produces an acoustic feature. The sec-

ond step is to transfer an acoustic feature into a language

and an acoustic model to obtain the probability of the re-

ceived initial word sequence. This step constitutes the back-

end section of a speech recognition model. The back-end’s

output is a sequence of words generated from an acoustic

and a language model [65].

We use the existing google application programming in-

terface (API) to provide the language and acoustic models

for the design of our speech recognition system. The op-

erator’s expected voice command goes through the speech

recognition system and is converted into an action enabler
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for emergency or evacuation cases. We present an outline of

our voice command input system in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Voice command to PLC input via speech

recognition

Input: Voice command

Output: Control PLC output

Import all important libraries (speech recognition and PLC con-

nection)

Define write and/or read functions for PLC

Establish connection with the PLC

Endless loop

1. Listen to Microphone (sound source)

2. Recognize the language using Google API

if voice command == emergency command:

Write Instructions to PLC variable

A summary of the procedure of our overall safety mech-

anism combining the Q-leaning path finding method and the

voice command input is presented in Algorithm 4. We as-

sume that:

– θ is the emergency/evacuation signal.

– X is the autonomous robot.

– η is a safety exit.

Algorithm 4 Safety mechanism procedure summary

Input: Voice command and X current location

Output: System stop and robot path to closest η
1. Activate θ
2. Send θ to X from PLC.

3. X initiates the safety routine.

4. X determines the closest η .

5. X finds the obstacle free path to η
6. X reaches η
7. end

4 Experimental environment architecture and workflow

diagram

We present our simple experimental manufacturing location

overview in Figure 3 with its legend describing all essential

components. The autonomous robot should travel from one

location letter to another, avoiding obstacles until it reaches

one of the safety exits. Our safety enhancement method us-

ing Q-learning enables the autonomous robot to choose the

correct path to the closest safety exit (E, G, S, or W depend-

ing on its current location) when it receives an emergency

evacuation signal. We assume that the emergency evacua-

tion signal is generated by a push-button input to a Siemens

S7-1200 PLC or a voice command from a microphone di-

rectly to the PLC. Figure 4 displays the conversion archi-

tecture from the voice command to the PLC for activation

of the emergency signal. Figure 5 summarizes the safety re-

sponse workflow diagram for the autonomous robot once the

evacuation signal is received.

5 Experimental results

5.1 Experimental background and assumptions

– Every industrial plant has or should have a safety pro-

tocol to activate in case of emergency. It could lead to

evacuating the plant and pressing one of the emergen-

cies stop interlocks (ESTOP or Stop buttons depending

on the disaster’s severity) that usually halts the whole

system. The stop interlocks are wired inputs of the plant

controller (a PLC for this experiment) that are programmed

to control several outputs. These stop buttons (including

ESTOPS) are connected to the control panels and some-

times on different strategic locations.

How to palliate to emergencies where none of the oper-

ators is nowhere near to the stop buttons?

We answer this problem by incorporating a voice com-

mand as an additional stop interlock programmed in the

PLC. The operator can use the command ”emergency”

to alt to the system via a microphone. We apply a speech

recognition algorithm to convert the operator’s voice com-

mand to a PLC’s instruction. A Siemens S7-1200 PLC is

used for testing the program via the TIA portal software.

We develop the speech recognition code in a python in-

tegrated development environment (IDE).

– Significant modern buildings are constructed with dif-

ferent safety exits located at different areas to ensure

smooth and efficient evacuations in case of emergencies.

It could be more dangerous for people to always go out

through a single safety exit that could be far away from

their current location, risking getting more injured on the

way.

What happens to autonomous robots in a smart man-

ufacturing environment when a signal to evacuate the

plant has been given, and they were busy performing one

of their tasks at the plant’s location?

We address this problem by implementing the same prin-

ciple of decentralized safety exits for an autonomous

robot. We simulate different safety exits for the autonomous

robot based on its current location, and we apply the Q-

learning algorithm for the robot to learn the obstacle-free

path to the closest safety exit when an evacuation signal

is received. We, therefore, reduce the risk of undesired

incidents on the robot in an emergency evacuation. We
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A Safety Response Mechanism for an Autonomous Moving Robot 9

Fig. 3 Experimental manufacturing environment for autonomous moving robot

use python to program our Q-learning method for safety

exits.

We make the following assumptions:

– In the design of our safety procedure response system,

we assume that the autonomous robot has been equipped

with onboard means like sensors and cameras to inter-

act with other field components (such as the main plant

PLC) and knowledge of its current location.

– We also presume that the microphone used to capture

the voice command is powerful enough (wide range) to

detect the operator’s emergency command from a long

distance and has a noise suppression scheme.

– Another assumption we make in this research is that the

autonomous robot has a designated route that does not

interfere with human operators’ paths.

5.2 Finding Robot paths to the closest safety exits using

Q-learning

From the simulated plant environment layout in Figure 3,

we use the Q-learning algorithm to determine the path to the

closest safety exit for the autonomous robot depending on its

current location in case of an emergency signal that requires

a complete exit. Finding the correct paths to the emergency

exits include avoiding fixed obstacles in the plant. At the
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Fig. 4 From voice command to PLC emergency evacuation signal

beginning of our design, we assume that the autonomous

robot does not know anything about the environment. We

divide the plant floor into four segments having each a safety

exit of its own. The four segments and their safety exits are

as follows:

– For segment 1 - locations A,B,C,G,H and I: safety exit

G

– For segment 2 - locations M,N,O,S,T and U: safety exit

S

– For segment 3 - locations P,Q,R,V,W and X: safety exit

W

– For segment 4 - locations D,E,F,J,K and L: safety exit E

One this design’s vital steps is to translate every detail of the

experimental plant environment, R, into a matrix of size m

x m, with m the plant’s number of locations. The Q-learning

algorithm is applied in this matrix format. As per Figure 3,

the features of our experimental environment are as follows:

m={A,B,C,...,X}=24

Rsize = 24×24

In the matrix R, a ’1’ signifies two neighboring loca-

tions, in the intersection of a row and a column, with no

obstacles. A ’0’ means that two locations (row and column)

do not share a border or have an obstacle between them. A

’10’ represents the location designated as the safety exit for

a specific segment. The value to insert in the safety loca-

tion is arbitrary and must be greater than 0 and 1. Figure 6

is the corresponding environment matrix for segment 1 be-

fore applying the Q-learning algorithm. After applying the

Q-learning algorithm to the matrix R, we obtain different

reward values for each neighboring location. For segment 1,

the safety exit location G has a higher reward value of 33.

When moving from one location to another, the autonomous

will try to use the path that gives the highest reward until it

reaches the safety exit. From the Q-learning algorithm equa-

tion (4), we chose the Hyperparameters’ following values:

α = 1 and γ = 0.7. After computing the Q-learning rein-

forcement learning, Figure 6 is converted to Figure 7.

Values in Figure 7 are the rewards given to the autonomous

robot for each location visited. The number 33 is the high-

est reward at location G, the safety exit. We apply the same
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A Safety Response Mechanism for an Autonomous Moving Robot 11

Fig. 5 Safety response mechanism flow diagram

principle for the three other segments where the main differ-

ence is the safety exit location. The safety exit moves from

G to S for the second segment, from G to W for the third

segment, and from G to E for the fourth segment. From the

experimental environment in Figure 3, the rewards values

from one location to another for segment 1, based on values

in Figure 8, are:

– From A to B or from B to A - Reward value 0. The re-

ward value is 0 because of the obstacle between the two

locations

– From A to G - Reward value 24.

– From G to A - Reward value 17. The difference in reward

is because going from G to A, the robot moves away

from the safety location (G) but from A to G, it moves

closer hence a higher reward.

– From B to C - Reward value 0.

– From C to B - The difference in reward is because going

from B to C, the robot moves away from the safety loca-

tion (G) but from C to B, it moves closer hence a higher

reward.

– From C to D - Reward value 0. The reward value is 0

because of the obstacle between the two locations.

– From C to I - Reward value 13.

– From I to C - Reward value 10. the difference in reward

is because going from I to C, the robot moves away from

the safety location (G) but from C to I, it moves closer

hence a higher reward.

– From I to J - Reward value 10.

– From I to O - Reward value 0. The reward value is 0

because of the obstacle between the two locations.

– From I to H - Reward value 17.
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Fig. 6 Experimental environment matrix for segment 1 before Q-learning

– From H to I - Reward value 13. The difference in reward

is because going from H to I, the robot moves away from

the safety location (G) but from I to H, it moves closer

hence a higher reward.

– From H to N - Reward value 13.

– From H to G - Reward value 24.

– From G to H - Reward value 13. The difference in reward

is because going from G to H, the robot moves away

from the safety location (G) but from H to G, it moves

closer hence a higher reward.

– From G to M - Reward value 0. The reward value is 0

because of the obstacle between the two locations.

When learning the best path to the closest safety exit,

the robot cumulates the best possible rewards to get in each

location until it reaches the destination. We implement al-

gorithm 2 in our python code to display paths selected by

the autonomous robot based on any location it finds itself

when the central controller receives the emergency exit sig-

nal. The simulation of the current location is done by re-

ceiving an input (one of the location letters) and observing

the path displayed by our code after computation. This pro-

cedure is how the autonomous robot determines the path to

the closest safety exit using Q-learning. The Q Table values

in Figure 7 are critical elements of the algorithm operation.

For an input location (variable loc) equals to location ‘C,’

the path in Fig. 9 is set forth. Fig. 10 is the graphical equiv-

alent of the path. The same simulation can be tested for any

of the 24 locations of the environment. A summary of algo-

rithm 2 results for location C from the Q Table in Figure 7

can be described as follows: from row C, the highest reward

(maximum reward) in line is 13 for both columns B and I. In

other words, the autonomous robot can choose to go through

location B or I on its way to the safety exit G. Since B is the

first column it encounters in the Q table, it chooses B as the

following location after C the starting point: C-B. After des-

ignating B as the following location, B becomes the new row
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A Safety Response Mechanism for an Autonomous Moving Robot 13

Fig. 7 Autonomous robot Q Table for safety response in segment 1

in which the maximum reward (highest reward) value is se-

lected. As per Fig. 8, the highest reward in row B is 17 from

column H. H is, therefore, the following location after B: C-

B-H. The exact process is applied to H until the autonomous

robot reaches the destination, the safety exit, G: C-B-H-G,

as displayed in Figure 8 and Figure 9.

5.3 Using a voice command to control a Siemens S7-1200

PLC emergency stop interlock

An emergency stop interlock is usually programmed in a

controller to abort a system’s operation in case of emergency

or unforeseen events requiring an immediate stop. In a tradi-

tional installation, a stop button or an emergency stop button

is wired in the control panel where the operator can stop op-

erations whenever required. For more flexibility in the safety

measure, if the operator is far away from the control panel

in an emergency, we add a voice input command directly

to the PLC controller as an additional interlock to stop the

system. Traditional PLCs that are still operational in several

plants have not been designed to receive voice command in-

puts. Usually, third-party controllers are needed to receive

the voice input and interact with the PLC. In this research,

we do not use any external controller to receive the voice

command; we compute the speech command from the mi-

crophone straight to the PLC via a python speech recogni-

tion code. We use an S7-1200 Siemens PLC for the simu-

lation in which a simple ladder logic program is written, as

displayed in Figure 10, for the stopping and starting inter-

lock. We explain the function and the role of each variable

in Table 1.

The start and stop interlock in Figure 10 is written in

a “latch” programming format where a push button signal

(ON-OFF) starts the system (via M0.0) and the outputs (Q0.0

and Q0.2) remain activated until one of the stop commands

is activated (M0.2 or M0.1).We present a summary of im-
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Fig. 8 Selected route displayed from location C

Fig. 9 Path from C to safety exit G graphic

Fig. 10 Stopping and starting interlock PLC programming code

Table 1 PLC Start and Stop interlock variables

Variable address Variable function

M0.0 This is the start signal for the system.

It is usually a ON-OFF action directly

wired to a PLC input IX.X. For this sim-

ulation, we use a memory bit M. When

the memory bit is ON the system starts

if M0.1 and M0.2 are OFF.

M0.1 This is the memory bit controlled exter-

nally by our python speech recognition

code that converts the voice command

to a ‘ON’ bit value. When M0.1 is ON

the system is in stop mode.

M0.2 This is the memory bit controlled by an

emergency stop signal. In real plant ap-

plications it is usually an input signal

IX.X. For simulation, we use a memory

bit variable M.

Q0.0 This is a physical PLC output that con-

trols the plant.

Q0.2 This is a physical PLC output that con-

trols the plants robots.

portant experimental settings for the S7-1200 PLC in Table

2.

We translate the voice command into an input to the

PLC via a speech recognition python code (using a google

Application Programming Interface (API)) and a python to

siemens PLC library. The Speech recognition library con-

verts the voice signal from the microphone into a text that

we manipulate in our code to set the PLC variable M0.1.

The required settings to achieve successful speech recogni-

tion command to the S7-1200 PLC in the python code are

shown in Table 3.

Figure 11 is a representation of a healthy running sys-

tem monitored from a live S7-1200 PLC when no stop sig-

nal is received. Table 4 is an explanation summary of each
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Table 2 S7-1200 PLC settings for speech recognition process

Settings Values Comment

PLC IP ad-

dress and MAC

address

172.16.2.254 This is the experimen-

tal IP address; it can be

adapted to any other IP

address.

Python PC IP ad-

dress and MAC

address

172.16.2.202(with

internet access)

Internet connection

needed for the Google

speech API.

PLC secu-

rity/protect level

Permit access with

PU/GET communi-

cation – No protec-

tion.

This is to allow the

external python code

to modify the variable

value.

Speech recogni-

tion variable

M0.1 This is a physical PLC

output that controls the

plant.

Table 3 Python IDE settings for speech recognition to a Siemens S7-

1200 PLC

Settings Values Comment

Python version Idle (Python 3.7 32-

bit)

Libraries Python-snap7

speechrecognition

wheel

pyttsx3

pipwin

pyaudio

playsound

gTTs

Install libraries in

Python IDE.

plc = c.Client() plc.connect

(172.16.2.254,0,1)

This is the IP address of

the PLC.

rpausethreshold 0.5 The Speech recognition

system listens after 0.5

seconds.

Voice source Microphone as

Source

Select the Microphone

as the source of the

voice.

Write Command WriteMemory

(plc,0,1,

S7WLBit,1)

Writing command to

M0.1 variable.

variable’s value in a healthy running system (as per Figure

11).In case of a fault that requires an emergency shutdown,

the voice command can be given via the microphone and

directly affect the PLC code. Figure 12 and Figure 13 dis-

play respectively a portion of the speech recognition code

and output from the python console to stop the system af-

ter a successful voice is received. The result in the S7-1200

PLC after a voice command is received to stop the system

is displayed in Fig. 15. The system is now in stop mode.

A summary of the variables updated values after the stop

voice command is presented in Table 5. If we assume that

the voice input command is also programmed as a plant

evacuation signal, the PLC that controls operations in the

whole plant sends a signal to the autonomous robot (via

Q0.2 turned OFF) to start the emergency procedure finding

their closest path to the safety exit.

Fig. 11 Healthy running plant PLC program

Table 4 PLC healthy running system start-stop interlock variables val-

ues meaning

Variables Values Comment

M0.0 0 Because of the latch programming for-

mat. M0.0 does not have to remain ON

(‘1’) for the system to run continuously.

M0.1 0 No stop signal has been sent by the voice

command.

M0.2 0 No stop signal has been sent by the emer-

gency stop button.

Q0.0 1 The plant control signal has been acti-

vated.

Q0.2 1 The robot control signal has been acti-

vated.

Fig. 12 Speech recognition segment in python code
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Fig. 13 Speech recognition code output after successful voice com-

mand

Fig. 14 PLC system stopped after emergency voice command received

Table 5 PLC healthy running system start-stop interlock variables val-

ues meaning

Variables Values Comment

M0.0 0 Because of the latch programming for-

mat. M0.0 does not have to remain ON

(‘1’) for the system to run continuously.

M0.1 1 An external voice command is received

to stop the system.

M0.2 0 No stop signal has been sent by the emer-

gency stop button.

Q0.0 0 The plant control signal is stopped.

Q0.2 0 The robot control signal is stopped.

5.4 Results summary and discussion

Our study was about providing additional practical measures

to enhance the safety procedures of a smart manufacturing

plant. Safety in a manufacturing plant remains a priority for

every organization to ensure a smooth run of their produc-

tion activities [66]. In an era of smart manufacturing and dig-

italization, the word safety is no longer limited to employees

or operators working in the plant but to machine interact-

ing and collaborating with them daily, such as collaborative

robots (cobots) and autonomous robots. Firstly, we tackled

the safety of autonomous robots moving in a manufacturing

plant to perform specific tasks, such as offloading parts to

different working stations, by implementing the robot’s Q-

learning algorithm to learn the best trajectory to the closest

safety exit in case of disaster. Secondly, we incorporated a

voice command, with the speech recognition algorithm, as

an additional interlock to stop the operation of a plant di-

rectly via its control PLC in case of an emergency. The Q-

learning algorithm allows the autonomous robot to learn the

most efficient route to the desired target by accumulating the

highest rewards along the way. The target has the highest

reward. Our experimental environment has twenty-four lo-

cations (from A to X) through which the autonomous robot

travels. As a strategy to find the closest safety exit for the

robot, we divided the environment into four sections where

each has its safety exit. In that way, the robot does not have

to travel very long distances to get to a designated safety

exit when an emergency signal is received from the cen-

tral controller. During the learning phase, the four targets

have the highest reward for the autonomous robot to find

its way to any of them depending on its current location.

We assigned every location to its specific safety exit. Our

Q-learning method’s simulation results demonstrate that an

autonomous robot, on its own, finds the best path to the clos-

est safety exit from any location it is based in case of emer-

gency. The trajectory computed by the algorithm is obstacle-

free. The emergency routine can be activated as soon as the

central controller (PLC) sends an emergency signal.

An emergency stop (An ESTOP) button is a critical com-

ponent of a plant. It is helpful to stop operations in case

of emergency or disaster. It is usually wired on the central

controller’s panel and bigger plants in different locations to

maximize accessibility. Hence, the closer the operator to the

ESTOP at the time of emergency, the quicker the response.

We implemented the speech recognition algorithm to use

a voice command as a stopping input for the plant if the

operator is not close to the ESTOP. In this simulation, the

word ”emergency” is the command that activates the stop-

ping process. We implemented the speech recognition algo-

rithm directly from a python script running in a computer

to a Siemens S7-1200 PLC connected in the same network

without going via a third-party device such as a Raspberry

Pi.

5.5 Research implications

We summarize the implications of our research as follows:

– In society: Some studies [59, 67] highlighted that safety

measures and procedures in a manufacturing environ-

ment have a direct impact on the frequency of accidents

in the plant, to the overall production performance (which

in return affects the economy) and to the workers’ well-

being. Operators are performant in an environment where

they feel safe and comfortable working. Our research
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offers additional practical strategies for manufacturing

plants to enhance their safety procedures in an intelli-

gent manufacturing scenario where human operators and

intelligent equipment such as autonomous robots are at

risk in emergencies.

– In research: On one hand, our study converts the theo-

retical concept of the Q-learning algorithm into a practi-

cal application directed in the area of safety where much

more applications can be developed. On the other hand,

we make a traditional controller (a PLC) more intelligent

by enabling its ability to receive external voice com-

mands using the Speech-recognition algorithm. The re-

search area of speech recognition for PLCs is still quite

open and presents many opportunities for the enhance-

ment of traditional processes in an era of smart man-

ufacturing. [67] states that there is a crucial need for

more practical research in manufacturing safety in the

way people and external factors or situations can influ-

ence the overall safety. Our study is a new addition to

this research area.

5.6 Research limitations

Our research has the following limitations:

– We based our study purely on software simulations. It

was not tested on a physical manufacturing factory. Our

safety response mechanism is suitable for planning pur-

poses before implementation to a real-world application.

– The experimental manufacturing environment we design

to test our safety mechanism procedure is a simple loca-

tions overview of a small manufacturing factory. It does

not reflect a real-world manufacturing plant. Its purpose

is only to demonstrate that, using, our safety procedure,

an autonomous robot can successfully learn an obstacle-

free path to the closest safety exit.

– The voice command to the PLC is an enhancement to an

existing ESTOP system. It should not be installed as the

only emergency stopping mechanism.

6 Conclusion

In this research, we presented a safety response mechanism

in the form of a safety induction for a moving autonomous

robot by developing an experimental manufacturing envi-

ronment through which the robot learns the best decision to

make in case of an emergency that requires factory evacua-

tion. Our platform allows the robot the generate a trajectory

free of obstacles from its location at the time of evacuation

to the closest safety exit. We implemented the Q-learning

RL algorithm for the robot to grasp through trials and er-

rors the best path to one of our experimental environment’s

four safety standards. During the safety induction learning

process, our safety exit locations have been given the best

rewards than any other factory location. It pushes the robot

to prioritize the safety exits as a preferred destination in case

of emergency. The robot determines the path to its destina-

tion by choosing a location with the best rewards cumulating

them until it gets to the exit. We also integrated a voice com-

mand, developed with a speech recognition system, as an ad-

ditional stopping interlock in the plant PLC (a Siemens S7-

1200). The voice command improves operators’ responses

when designated ESTOP buttons are not immediately acces-

sible to them in emergencies. The voice command is cap-

tured by a microphone processed by a python script in a

network computer connected to the S7-1200 Siemens PLC

with no additional hardware. In an era of smart manufac-

turing, the inclusion of autonomous moving robots in pro-

duction processes will considerably increase, and the need

to keep robots safe from possible working environmental

disasters will become a necessity. This study offers an ef-

fective safety response mechanism or safety induction for

autonomous moving robots to allow them to evacuate safely

from the factory whenever needed. The result of our simula-

tion proves that using our safety procedure mechanism; the

robot finds all the time the best route to the closest safety

exit regardless of its current location.

For future works, our safety response mechanism could

be adapted to applications wherein their regular routines;

autonomous robots can identify the closest charging spots

whenever their batteries are running low. Depending on the

working environment’s design, the robot could choose to go

to the closest charging location instead of aborting its mis-

sion or deciding to go back to the source location.
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